
Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 1/1/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:22
A slate of new laws went into effect for the new year -- one of them aims to increase safety for people looking for love online.

CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE-EAST / ECONOMY The National Desk 1/1/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00

National correspondent Kristine Frazao discusses escalating tensions in the middle east, new round of violence impacting national 
security and the global economy; Live desk reporter Angela Brown discusses the vehicle crash in NY that left 2 people killed and 5 
injured

ADVOCACY 2News at 10P 1/2/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:22
A Jewish rabbi at the previous night's Jazz game -- says he was asked to put a sign down that says "I'm a jew and I'm proud."

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 1/2/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:25 Rep. Curtis announced he was running to replace Sen Romney in the next election

ADVOCACY 2News at 10P 1/3/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:27 Cottonwood Heights asking for public’s input on empty lot

ADVOCACY 2News at 10P 1/3/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:03 One year since the enoch tragedy, the community organized a 'celebration of life'

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / PUBLIC HEALTH / 2News at 9P 1/5/2024 09:04PM 00:00:45
More information on person found dead at a massage parlor in Midvale. Police revealing that it was brutal and tragic homicide.

POLITICAL The Armstrong Williams Show 1/6/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2401:  Dr. Ben Carson shares insights on the past year and his hopes and challenges for the country as we begin 2024.

POLITICAL / IMMIGRATION / MIDDLE EAST 
CONFLICT /UKRAINE WAR

CBS Face The Nation  1/7/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: visit to the U.S. - Mexico Border at Eagle Pass, TX /staffing, funding, budget stalemate issues for Patrol ; Possible 
January 19th shutdown; US funding to Ukraine, asking for end-game in Ukraine; House impeachment inquiry into President Biden; 
House Republican current support of former President Trump's re-election; Immigration laws / Cuban and Haitian migrants in 
Florida; Why aid is not reaching Gaza.  

INVESTIGATION ON GOVERNMENT / GAZA WAR Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 1/7/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
The investigations on government efforts to obstruct free speech. The tunnel war in Gaza and why the world should pay attention. 
And a look at dark money in the 2024 election.

ENVIRONMENT The National Desk 1/8/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00

Live desk reporter Dee Dee Gatton discusses severe weather to impact nearly 70 million people in the southeast – tornadoes, 
winds,and floods
KATU reporter Megan Allison discusses an Alaska airlines flight that had a hole blow open on the side of the plane

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 1/9/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:00 Live look from the mobile weather lab of road conditions during a snow storm.

FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM 2News at 10P 1/9/2024 10:07 PM 0:01:20 Salt Lake City School District voted to permanently close 4 elementary schools.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 1/10/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:20 Cities are giving out parking tickets for people who park on the streets during snow storms

U.S. POLITICS / SOCIAL MEDIA The National Desk 1/10/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Scott Thuman reports on House Republicans beginning the impeachment process today – many Republicans 
believe Mayorkas has failed to protect the border and deserves to lose his job; Reporter Janae Bowens reports on the impact of 
social media influencers on tweens and teens. There are concerns raised about young girls using anti-aging skincare and makeup 
products that have become popular online; The Fact Check Team reports last month, a federal grand jury in California indicted 
Hunter Biden on 9 tax-related charges; The Fact Check Team says Today, the House took steps to hold Hunter Biden in contempt 
of Congress

POLITICAL / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST The Armstrong Williams Show 1/13/2024 12:07 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2402: GOP Senate nominee Bernie Moreno discuss his journey from escaping socialism in South America to his success 
as a car dealer in Ohio.

POLITICAL / NATIONAL INTEREST / MIDDLE 
EAST CONFLICT 

CBS Face The Nation  1/14/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Republican Iowa Caucus / current state of polls / economy /  issues of race in the election; Support for Donald 
Trump, Ron DeSantis and Nikki Haley; Concerns about the border / lack of communication between the Defense Department and 
the White House; Conflict in the Middle East; Two Navy SEALs missing off the coast of Somalia; Humanitarian aid to Gaza; Donald 
Trump remaking the Republican Party; Rural access to drug treatment programs. 

SCIENCE / MIDDLE EAST TENSIONS Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 1/14/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Scientific research links water contaminants to sex changes in animals. Rising tensions in the Middle East. And a surprising way to 
recover mutilated money.

U.S. POLITICS / SOCIAL MEDIA / IMMIGRATION The National Desk 1/14/2024 09:00 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Kristine Frazao reports on the House oversight committee which voted to hold Hunter Biden in contempt of 
Congress.
The Fact Check Team reports last month, a federal grand jury in California indicted Hunter Biden on 9 tax-related charges
The Fact Check Team says Today, the House took steps to hold Hunter Biden in contempt of Congress
Reporter Janae Bowens reports explains why more officers were shot in the line of duty in 20-23 than ever before and what can be 
done to stop it
Reporter Janae Bowens reports constant exposure to social media is robbing children of their normal childhood experiences and 
creating a generation of problems.
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat talked to Mark Morgan on the record number of officers shot and border policy.
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat talked to Steve Moore on population and government regulations.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington from Iowa Caucus to 
possible impeachment of Mayorkas.

ECONOMYENVIRONMENT 2News at 9P 1/15/2024 09:06PM 00:01:41 Fire burns down Nordic Valley Resort lodge, shutting down resort for several days

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 1/15/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:39
A draper woman says she'll never see her wedding ring again, after a woman she hired admitted to stealing it form her home and 
pawning it.

FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM 2News at 10P 1/15/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:10
Cell phones can be a major distraction in the classroom, but should they be banned from class completely? One school in the weber 
district just implemented that policy.

U.S. POLITICS The National Desk 1/15/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Reporter Janae Bowens reports on a new poll shows that voters are split between functional democracy and strong economy.
Correspondent Scott Thuman reports on Iowa’s impact on the presidential race 2024.
The Fact Check team reports on Democrats currently hold a narrow majority of 51 to 49, but the balance could shift with 
Republicans needing only two additional seats.
The Fact Check team reports as Democrats defend their Senate majority and the White House, the focus turns to the House, where 
Republicans are on the defensive to protect their slim majority.

ENVIRONMENT 2News at 10P 1/16/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:18 With more wintery weather headed our way, drivers are bracing for a tough morning commute.

Below is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KMYU, Salt Lake City, Utah, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period January 1, 2024 to March 31, 2024. This list is by no means 
exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.



GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 1/16/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:15
A Utah lawmaker has filed a resolution on the first day of the new legislative session that would condemn abusive coaching 
practices.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 1/17/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:20
Snow storms have resulted in hundreds of weather-related crashes in the past week. A family in Herriman involved in one of those 
crashes, is seeking help from the community after a hit-and-run involving her teen daughter.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 1/17/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:15
What if the last thing you did on this earth was give back to it? A Utah lawmaker has filed a bill that would offer that's called 'natural 
organic reduction' or human composting as an option for a traditional burial.

ECONOMY / U.S. POLITICS / MENTAL-HEALTH The National Desk 1/18/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00

Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the House intelligence chairman wants what he has determined as a “serious national 
security threat” declassified. It apparently revolves around Russia’s new capability to launch space-based antisatellite nuclear 
missiles. 
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on hearing for Georgia DA resumes.  Lead prosecutor in Trump’s election interference case, 
Willis is under scrutiny for a relationship some allege she stood/stands to profit from.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports higher cost of living means more young adults are living at home for longer and continue to 
get cash handouts from mom and dad. This means putting off big life decisions like marriage, buying a home and starting a family 
The Fact Check Team says the first three sections of the 25th amendment have been used before (6 times in total) but section 4 has 
never been used.
The Fact Check Team says Grocery prices have risen as well, with the food at home index, which largely accounts for money spent 
on groceries, up 0.4% from December. The prices rose 1.2% over the last year. However, data from January 2023 paints a bleaker 
picture comparatively – with prices up 11.3% during the preceding twelve months.  
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Brandon Arnold on high prices forcing some businesses and hard-working Americans into 
bankruptcy.
Reporter Janae Bowens reports on a  new watchdog report has revealed how the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed to prevent the 
suicide deaths of more than 200 inmates.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington, focusing on Biden’s 
mental fitness to new details about serious national threat.

ECONOMY / U.S. POLITICS / MENTAL-HEALTH The National Desk 1/18/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the House intelligence chairman wants what he has determined as a “serious national 
security threat” declassified. It apparently revolves around Russia’s new capability to launch space-based antisatellite nuclear 
missiles. 
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on hearing for Georgia DA resumes.  Lead prosecutor in Trump’s election interference case, 
Willis is under scrutiny for a relationship some allege she stood/stands to profit from.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports higher cost of living means more young adults are living at home for longer and continue to 
get cash handouts from mom and dad. This means putting off big life decisions like marriage, buying a home and starting a family 
The Fact Check Team says the first three sections of the 25th amendment have been used before (6 times in total) but section 4 has 
never been used.
The Fact Check Team says Grocery prices have risen as well, with the food at home index, which largely accounts for money spent 
on groceries, up 0.4% from December. The prices rose 1.2% over the last year. However, data from January 2023 paints a bleaker 
picture comparatively – with prices up 11.3% during the preceding twelve months.  
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Brandon Arnold on high prices forcing some businesses and hard-working Americans into 
bankruptcy.
Reporter Janae Bowens reports on a  new watchdog report has revealed how the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed to prevent the 
suicide deaths of more than 200 inmates.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington, focusing on Biden’s 
mental fitness to new details about serious national threat.

YOUTH & FAMILY 2News at 9P 1/19/2024 21:08:45 00:01:34
Oakland A's MLB team considering their Salt Lake City as their temporary home after the 2024 season until their new Las Vegas 
stadium is completed.

GOVERNMENT The Armstrong Williams Show 1/20/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2403: Bruce Fein Discussed the genius of the U.S. Constitution and has it gives the people the power to govern 
themselves.

POLITICAL / NATIONAL INTEREST / MIDDLE 
EAST CONFLICT 

CBS Face The Nation  1/21/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Poll results / endorsements for Mr. Trump from Senators and House leaders / South Carolina primary; mental fitness 
and age of Mr. Trump and President Biden; National abortion ban / healthcare / frustration expressed by Michigan's Arab community 
for Biden's administration's stand on Israel and Gaza; food assistance programs for children in Arkansas; changes in Governor Ron 
DeSantis's schedule and his campaign finances; jobs and Israel-Gaza.

COVID / U.S. MILITARY / GOVERNMENT Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 1/21/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Potential child victims of Covid clinical trials.  Concerns about America’s military readiness. And U.S. government science licensed 
to foreign adversaries.

MEDICATION The National Desk 1/23/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00
Dr. Jeffrey Singer at the Cato Institute discusses weight loss drugs, their health
impact and regulation concerns

EMPLOYMENT / U.S. POLITICS The National Desk 1/23/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Reporter Janae Bowens reports on jobs that do not exist. According to a recent survey, around 50% of companies list jobs they don't 
necessarily intend to fill, or "ghost jobs," because they're "always open to new people." Ghost jobs can also occur when recruiters 
forget to take listings down.
The Fact Check Team reports a court motion filed earlier this month alleges that Fani Willis had an “improper” romantic relationship 

 with a special prosecutor she hired in the Trump election case
The Fact Check team says some legal experts think this could be an ethics violation, per the state Bar of Georgia’s code of ethics 
(conflict of interest) 

CRIME / PUBLIC SAFETY The Armstrong Williams Show 1/27/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2404: An explosive discussion on the youth and gun violence wreaking havoc in cities across America, and some tough 
solutions to the problem.

NATIONAL INTEREST / IMMIGRATION / MIDDLE 
EAST CONFLICT

CBS Face The Nation  1/28/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Immigration bill negotiation; border shutdowns with the right to asylum/ terrorists being waived into the country; Mr. 
Trump against the immigration bill; Fentanyl coming through the border; restricting asylum requests/ suspending aid to UNRWA; 
strikes against the Houthis; UAW's call for ceasefire in Gaza; negotiations for land border between Israel and Lebanon; oil prices 
increasing; International pressure to prevent acts of genocide. BREAKING NEWS:  three American service members killed and 25 
injured in attack on a base in Jordan. 

JUVENILE CRIME / HEALTH / SCIENCE Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 1/28/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
A disturbing spike in juvenile crime. A reality check on the mysterious Havana syndrome. And a new documentary examines 
censored science during Covid.

ADVOCACY 2News at 9P 1/29/2024 09:06PM 00:01:48
Rollover crash in Hurricane caught on dashcam, spoke exclusively with the man who got the video and jumped out to help the crash 
victims.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 1/31/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:10 A 19-year-old man fell to his death at a well-known Utah canyon overlook.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 1/31/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:20
Lawmakers have filed a series of bills on mental health -- as Utah sees one of the highest suicide rates in the country.



EDUCATION / FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM / 2News at 10P 2/1/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:39
A district-wide failure to support and oversee kids with special needs in the alpine school district. A lawsuit filed by the parents of a 9-
year-old disabled student claims a bus driver and aide abused and harassed their son for months.

GOVERNMENT / FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM / 2News at 10P 2/1/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:25
A house bill has been introduced that would crack down on Utah school district and staff who fail to remove books with "objectively 
sensitive" material.

ENVIRONMENT The National Desk 2/1/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00
Live Desk anchor Angela Brown discusses an atmospheric river at full force in parts of
CA, thousands without power

ECONOMY The National Desk 2/1/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Reporter Janae Bowens reports on 
The Fact Check Team reports A new Wallethub survey found GenZ is the least financially confident generation, with more than 1 in 
4 saying they aren’t confident about their knowledge/skills
The Fact Check Team says new research from Bank of America shows that 73% of GenZs are changing their spending habits to 
keep up with prices
Anchor interviews former Boeing employee Ed Pierson on the Max model.

UKRAINE WAR / VIOLENCE / ECONOMY The Armstrong Williams Show 2/3/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2405: We explore the expectations of Americans in 2024 from border legislation, foreign aid to Ukraine, juvenile violence, 
and the potential collapse of our economy.

IMMIGRATION/ MILITARY/ INTERNATIONAL 
INTEREST / MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT

CBS Face The Nation  2/4/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Senate immigration bill funding/ changes to catch and release policy/ asylum polices/ migrants being abused by drug 
cartels/ legal requirements for the Biden admin to implement new immigration laws.  Strikes against the Huthis/ Iran's involvement in 
the attacks on American troops/ Israel's military campaign in Gaza. A report from Erbil, Iraq, on the strikes on Yemen. Funding for 
Israel.  Immigration bill. Power changes in Iran after the death of Qasem Soleimani.

INTERNATIONAL INTEREST / POLITICS Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 2/4/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Texas vs. Biden at the southern border. Escalating conflict between the U.S. and Iran. And a look at a critical resource, helium, in 
short supply. 

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / ADVOCACY / 2News at 9P 2/5/2024 21:03 0:01:20 Woman fights for law change after disabled adult daughter was raped by step-dad.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/5/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:20 A wild chase unfolded after a driver hijacked a US postal service trick at knife point.

GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 2/5/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:15
A new bill was introduced to the Utah legislature that would take some control local cities have over mining operations.

GOVERNMENT / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / 2News at 10P 2/6/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:45
It's not technically illegal right now in Utah to generate child pornography with artificial intelligence. It's a gap lawmakers are working 
to change right away.

FRANCHISE - UTAH'S GROWING PAINS / 2News at 10P 2/6/2024 10:06 PM 0:01:32
The west side of Utah county is exploding with development. Specifically in Lehi. But rapid growth has some people concerned the 
city is putting the "card before the horse" when it comes to adequate infrastructure. 

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / 2News at 10P 2/7/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:20 A large police presence in South Salt Lake.

FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM / 2News at 10P 2/7/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:41 Natalie Cline condemned for a controversial social media post.

EDUCATION / DIVERSITY / 2News at 9P 2/8/2024 9:20 PM 0:02:07
Utah Board of Education member Natalie Cline who put up a social post-- pushing from a photo that a girl's basketball player was 
actually a boy. Story was an interview with the girl's father.

FRANCHISE - CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM / 2News at 10P 2/8/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:42 Lieutenant Governor Deidre Henderson weighs in on Natalie Cline's social media post.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / 2News at 10P 2/8/2024 10:07 PM 0:01:38
The Centerville chief of police broke down newly obtained dash cam footage that shows the moment a suspect stole a US postal 
service truck and rammed it into a police cruiser.

RELIGION The Armstrong Williams Show 2/10/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2406: Is faith a complete trust or confidence in someone or something? We explore the most frequent questions about 
faith.

POLITICAL / MIGRATION / PUBLIC SAFETY / 
HEALTH

CBS Face The Nation  2/11/2024 9:30 AM 01:00:00

Topics include:  Donald Trump's remarks about NATO countries paying their dues; Israel's military response against Hamas.  The 
Justice Department / President Biden's fitness to serve; specific documents the President said he was retaining for posterity's sake.  
Possible executive action at the border.  Similarities between the classified items in President Biden's possession and Donald 
Trump's possession / claims of unequal justice for Trump with the non-prosecution of Biden. NFL managing concussion issues.

U.S. SANCTIONS - IRAN / HEALTH Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 2/11/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Reshaping the meaning of words to influence social agendas. The state of U.S. sanctions against Iran. And the foreign thirst for 
American water.

INFLATION The National Desk 2/13/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

The Fact Check Team reports according to the latest CPI report, food prices have risen by 0.4% this month. 
The Fact Check Team says Grocery prices have risen as well, with the food at home index, which largely accounts for money spent 
on groceries, up 0.4% from December. The prices rose 1.2% over the last year. However, data from January 2023 paints a bleaker 
picture comparatively – with prices up 11.3% during the preceding twelve months.  
Anchor interviews John Boyd on struggles of Black Farmers.(changed to double VOSOT)

GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 2/16/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:09 Natalie cline apologizes for her social media post.

GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 2/16/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:21 Utah teaches says Natalie Cline needs to resign for her social media post.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / 2News at 10P 2/16/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:18 There's a bill moving through the Utah legislature to redefine road rage.

SOCIETY / WEALTH The Armstrong Williams Show 2/17/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2407: Armstrong discusses the common perception that the corporate elite value profits over people, and why the 
generosity and sacrifices of our nation’s wealthiest class is often overlooked

WAR IN UKRAINE / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST / 
POLITICAL / CRIME

CBS Face The Nation  2/18/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Funding for Ukraine and the border/ the death of Alexei Navalny in a Russian prison/ legislation making Russia a 
state sponsor of terrorism. Impact of Mr. Trump's legal issue; differences in the justice system's charges against Mr. Trump and 
President Biden's handling of classified documents. Trump ruling in the civil fraud case and possible payment/ NY hush money 
criminal trail.  Mr. Biden's relationship with Prime Minister Netanyahu. The health of Jimmy Carter and legacy/ concerns about 
Robert Kennedy Jr., and Cornell West's campaigns. The most recent shootings in America; at the Super Bowl celebration parade in 
Kansas City and at a church in Houston. 

GOVERNMENT / POLITICS / INTERNATIONAL 
INTEREST

Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 2/18/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Inside the IRS investigation into Hunter Biden and links to President Biden. And the push to stop China from using our own 
technology against us.



NATIONAL SECURITY / INFLATION The National Desk 2/18/2024 11:00 AM 00:30:00

Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the House intelligence chairman wants what he has determined as a “serious national 
security threat” declassified. It apparently revolves around Russia’s new capability to launch space-based antisatellite nuclear 
missiles. 
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on hearing for Georgia DA resumes.  Lead prosecutor in Trump’s election interference case, 
Willis is under scrutiny for a relationship some allege she stood/stands to profit from.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports higher cost of living means more young adults are living at home for longer and continue to 
get cash handouts from mom and dad. This means putting off big life decisions like marriage, buying a home and starting a family 
The Fact Check Team says the first three sections of the 25th amendment have been used before (6 times in total) but section 4 has 
never been used.
The Fact Check Team says Grocery prices have risen as well, with the food at home index, which largely accounts for money spent 
on groceries, up 0.4% from December. The prices rose 1.2% over the last year. However, data from January 2023 paints a bleaker 
picture comparatively – with prices up 11.3% during the preceding twelve months.  
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Brandon Arnold on high prices forcing some businesses and hard-working Americans into 
bankruptcy.
Reporter Janae Bowens reports on a  new watchdog report has revealed how the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed to prevent the 
suicide deaths of more than 200 inmates.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington, focusing on Biden’s 
mental fitness to new details about serious national threat.

NATIONAL SECURITY / INFLATION The National Desk 2/18/2024 09:00 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the House intelligence chairman wants what he has determined as a “serious national 
security threat” declassified. It apparently revolves around Russia’s new capability to launch space-based antisatellite nuclear 
missiles. 
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on hearing for Georgia DA resumes.  Lead prosecutor in Trump’s election interference case, 
Willis is under scrutiny for a relationship some allege she stood/stands to profit from.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports higher cost of living means more young adults are living at home for longer and continue to 
get cash handouts from mom and dad. This means putting off big life decisions like marriage, buying a home and starting a family 
The Fact Check Team says the first three sections of the 25th amendment have been used before (6 times in total) but section 4 has 
never been used.
The Fact Check Team says Grocery prices have risen as well, with the food at home index, which largely accounts for money spent 
on groceries, up 0.4% from December. The prices rose 1.2% over the last year. However, data from January 2023 paints a bleaker 
picture comparatively – with prices up 11.3% during the preceding twelve months.  
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Brandon Arnold on high prices forcing some businesses and hard-working Americans into 
bankruptcy.
Reporter Janae Bowens reports on a  new watchdog report has revealed how the Federal Bureau of Prisons failed to prevent the 
suicide deaths of more than 200 inmates.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington, focusing on Biden’s 
mental fitness to new details about serious national threat.

TECHNOLOGY 2News at 10P 2/19/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:10
There's a growing concern about the role artificial intelligence will play in creating fake ads in political ads this election cycle.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/19/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:23
In Salt Lake County, people are getting concerned about a rise in dog-related incidents, prompting action from both authorities and 
the community.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 2/19/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00
Live desk anchor Angela Brown reports on the MN shooting that killed 2 officers and 1
firefighter over the weekend

ADVOCACY 2News at 10P 2/20/2024 10:01 pm 0:01:20 The new head of operation underground railroad says this is not going to be the same OUR that Tim Ballard ran.

GOVERNMENT / EDUCATION 2News at 10P 2/20/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:32 Salt Lake County joins calls for resignation of Utah Education Board Member Natalie Cline.

CYBER SECURITY / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 2/20/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports FBI Director Christopher Wray warning that cyberattack potential from China are at “a scale 
greater that we’ve seen before” and malware is in place to disrupt critical infrastructure in America.
The Fact Check Team reports that a Bankrate report found U.S. drivers are paying an average of $2,543 a year for car insurance, 
which is a 26% increase from last year 
The Fact Check Team reports Car thefts increased 23% last year (according to data from the Council on Criminal Justice) 

GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 2/21/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:34
Utah board of education member natalie cline fighting back after multiple cities and school boards call for her to resign.

GOVERNMENT / 2News at 10P 2/21/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:12
A new bill that would define "ritualistic sex abuse" of a kid and make it a crime in Utah advanced in House committee.

EDUCATION / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/22/2024 10:01 pm 0:01:41
A 15-year-old girl's basketball player at Cottonwood high school says her coach grabbed her so hard it bruised on her arm.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/22/2024 10:03 pm 0:01:15 In an exclusive -- we heard from some of Kouri Richin's family -- including her mother -- for the first time.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/23/2024 10:01 PM 0:02:26 A healthcare cyber attack impacting utahns using medicaid.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/23/2024 10:03 pm 0:01:19 American fighter planes intercepted an unidentified balloon flying over Utah.

ECONOMY The National Desk 2/23/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00
Reporter Angela Brown discusses homebuyers entering a tough market after
mortgage rates rose again

ENTERTAINMENT The Armstrong Williams Show 2/24/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2408: The “Queen of Gospel” and 12-time Grammy award winner, Shirley Caesar, joins Armstrong to discuss her 
remarkable life and share a few surprises.

POLITICAL / WAR IN ISRAEL / WAR IN UKRAINE CBS Face The Nation  2/25/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: A report from Charleston, SC, on former President Donald Trump's big win. Possible deal to return the hostages / 
Hamas' demands/ victory for Israel/ plans that protect civilians in Gaza/ question of moving civilians to Egypt. President not calling 
for a ceasefire.  Lack of humanitarian aid and remain in Mexico policy. Ukrainian children abducted by Russia to be indoctrinated 
and adopted by Russians. President Putin changing his mind on the return of Alexei Navalny's body to his mother a week after his 
death. How Mr. Putin's arrest of an American citizen and battlefield victories have emboldened him.  

GOVERNMENT / POLITICS / NATIONAL 
INTEREST

Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 2/25/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
An examination of media mistakes during the Trump and Biden presidencies. How workers’ unions are impacting the presidential 
election. And following the money on anti-Jewish sentiment on campus

ENVIRONMENT / 2News at 9P 2/26/2024 21:03 00:01:07 Look ahead to Tuesday's winter storm

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/26/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:22
We are learning about a startling incident caught on camera near brighton resort. It's the first time something similar also happened. 
The town mayor says the Armed man filmed the new viral video.

ADVOCACY 2News at 10P 2/26/2024 10:06 pm 0:01:19
A program that has helped save thousands of utah students over the last 10 years needs some help from lawmakers to continue 
operating.



GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/27/2024 10:01 pm 0:01:10
Utah Jazz owner Ryan Smith has a vision for a new downtown in Salt Lake City. That vision could mean a big assist of close to a 
billion dollars in tax money.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/27/2024 10:04 pm 0:01:15 UN ambassador and South Carolina governor Nikki Haley visited Utah ahead of Super Tuesday.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/28/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:41 A new house bill on child care could put kids at risk in the state.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/28/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:28 Many Utahns may not be able to make their voices heard in the Utah Republican caucus.

CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT The National Desk 2/28/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00
Live desk anchor Angela Brown discusses 4 major wildfires in Texas and how state
officials are responding

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 2/29/2024 10:01 pm 0:00:55 A four-year-old boy recovering after he was hit by a car.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 2/29/2024 10:04 PM 0:02:26 A bill that would help thousands of Utahns get a second chance took a turn at the last minute of the Utah legislature.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/1/2024 10:04 PM 0:02:00 Live interview with the governor on the closing of the legislative session.

ENVIRONMENT 2News at 10P 3/1/2024 10:07 pm 0:01:20 High winds hit Utah and many people were preparing early.

CYBER SECURITY The National Desk 3/1/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00
Reporter Angela Brown discusses the dangers of deepfakes online and what states
are doing to target misinformation

LAW ENFORCEMENT The Armstrong Williams Show 3/2/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2409: Armstrong gathers judges & prosecutors to discuss “tough love law enforcement” tactics and how to better balance 
the imprisonment & rehabilitation of criminals.

POLITICAL / IMMIGRATION / MIDDLE EAST 
CONFLICT /UKRAINE WAR

CBS Face The Nation  3/3/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Discussion of the latest CBS News/YouGov presidential poll; the economy;  reproductive rights. Immigration funding 
without the immigration bill. Undocumented migrant accused of killing Georgia college student Laken Riley. Border concerns. Gaza 
war; aid to Ukraine. Tel Aviv - war in the Middle East. Biden admin halting weapon shipments to Israel; Ukraine aid bill; Donald 
Trump's mental fitness. Children and gun violence.  

HEALTH / SOCIAL MEDIA Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 3/3/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Long wait times to see a doctor. Concerns about kids and their parents making millions off social media. And a visit to the place 
where Pluto was discovered.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/4/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:28
A Utah man left injured says someone slammed into him at incredible speed and skied away, leaving his back broken.

EDUCATION / GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/4/2024 10:03 pm 0:01:14 The state is looking to find out if the standardized tests it gives young elementary students is sill the right benchmark.

CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT The National Desk 3/4/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00
Live Desk anchor Angela Brown discusses a massive snowstorm putting millions of
Americans under a severe weather threat

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/5/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:02
Registration issues in Davis County's GOP caucus had voters frustrated before they even started voting. The online system got 
overwhelmed causing registration delays.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/5/2024 10:03 PM 0:00:50 Voters were faced with long lines and chaotic instruction while voting at Brighton High School.

ECONOMY / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 3/5/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Reporter Janae Bowens looking into loan denials, which have increased to 50% since the Federal Reserve began raising interest 
rates in March 2022. This includes denials for various types of loans such as credit cards, personal loans, debt consolidation, 
mortgages, and so on. 
The Fact Check Team reports according to the most recent report from the National Retail Federation, which is based on data from 
2022, stores lost over $112 billion to retail theft.
The Fact Check Team says between 2022 and December 2023, at least 15 states have passed laws targeting retail theft according 
to the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL).

POLITICAL 2News at 10P 3/6/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:20 A debate was sparked after a bar owner posted "No Zionists" on his business.

EDUCATION 2News at 10P 3/6/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:45 A councilman in the South Salt Lake City Council was censured for violating their newly adapted code of conduct.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/8/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:32 An Orem man is accused of abusing his 5-year-old daughter because he was having a hard time potty training.

ENVIRONMENT 2News at 10P 3/8/2024 10:07 PM 0:01:09
Utah's reservoirs look good now, but we spoke with the Utah Division of Water Resources about what would happen if the faucet 
turned off.

MENTAL HEALTH The Armstrong Williams Show 3/9/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2410: Has mental health today become an enabler and crutch for many in today’s America?  How do we deploy tools for 
those who truly need help vs those that exploit the system.

POLITICAL / IMMIGRATION / MIDDLE EAST 
CONFLICT /UKRAINE WAR

CBS Face The Nation  3/10/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: President Biden's comments about Israel / Israel in violation of Foreign Assistance Act / Israel's plan to launch an 
invasion into Rafah. Concerns about terrorism from the Middle East due to the US-Israel relationship / US troops remaining in Iraq / 
US to bring in humanitarian aid  to civilians not Hamas; security threat to the US through technology by China. China ramping up 
military / possible ban of TikTok. Latest CBS poll results regarding the presidential election / border / aid to Ukraine. Current tax 
rates set to expire in 2025/ tax loopholes in 2026. Mr. Trump's plan for tariffs against countries who impose tariffs on the U.S. The 
business community's support for Mr. Trump.  

ENVIRONMENT / HEALTH / FOOD  Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 3/10/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
The push for offshore wind power encounters headwinds. Investigating ties between dieticians and companies making unhealthy 
food. And a look back at America’s heroic truth-tellers.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/12/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:25 In a 2 News exclusive, a Murray woman suffered a frightening attack on her and her pets.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/12/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:13
With both President Biden and Donald Trump securing their nominations, political advertising season is now in full swing. Experts 
say artificial intelligence will play a bigger roll in this election than any other before.

ENVIRONMENT 2News at 10P 3/13/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:05 People living along the Jordan River are having to steer the rising water away from their homes.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/13/2024 10:05 PM 0:01:35
Utah content creators are taking a stand as legislators in the nation's capitol consider a bill that could ban Tik Tok in the US, if the 
company doesn't leave its current ownership.

ECONOMY / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 3/13/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Kristine Frazao reports the rematch between Biden and Trump but a new poll shows that the choices are split into 
thirds.
The Fact Check Team reports A New York couple's real estate purchase of a $2 million home turned into a legal battle when the 
previous owner's caretaker claimed rights to the property. 
The Fact Check Team says Squatters' rights, including adverse possession, vary by state. 
Anchor interviews Professor Shawn Janzen on TikTok Ban Bill.

ENVIRONMENT 2News at 10P 3/14/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:15 Families working to clean up damage in their yard after a wind storm.

EDUCATION 2News at 10P 3/14/2024 10:06 PM 0:01:28 The Alpine School District debates over whether they should reconfigure.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/15/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:39 A former senior living employee was fired after bringing forward sexual harassment allegations.

CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT The National Desk 3/15/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00

Live Desk anchor Ameera David discusses major storms across the country, causing power outages, severe damage, and a
number of deaths

POLITICAL / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST The Armstrong Williams Show 3/16/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2411: Will the Biden administration implement a tough immigration policy and discontinue the invasion of our borders, or is 
there an agenda to allow more illegal migrants in to vote for Democrats?

POLITICAL / HEALTH / NATIONAL INTEREST / 
MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT 

CBS Face The Nation  3/17/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Former President Trump's remarks, referring to prisoners facing charges for their role in January 6th, as "hostages"; 
stand on abortion and protections for IVF. Tel Aviv humanitarian crisis in Gaza. Israeli hostages; funding for the U.N. agency 
UNRWA in the upcoming spending bill. Israel's non-compliance with regulations for countries receiving U.S. offensive weapons. 
House-passed TikTok bill / Biden campaign's use of TikTok for his reelection / potential sale of TikTok before the 2024 election. 
Elon Musk's thoughts on censorship. Death of children in Gaza and Israel / children suffering malnutrition in Gaza. The ongoing 
crisis is Haiti.  



GOVERNMENT / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 3/17/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
The push for ranked choice voting. The North Korea threat. And taxpayer money funding controversial podcasts.

IMMIGRATION / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 3/17/2024 09:00 PM 00:30:00

Correspondent Kristine Frazao reports chaos still unfolding in Haiti with criminal gang groups controlling the capital city in the u-s 
that's leading to concerns the unrest could add to struggles at our own borders.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports the European union now leads the world in artificial intelligence regulation. It passed a 
sweeping law intended to ensure responsible use and development of a-i.
here in the U.S. members of congress also want to get something done
The Fact Check Team says the president’s budget is nothing more than a policy tool used to express their goals
The Fact Check Team says all 50 states have squatters’ rights, but how and when they are enforced varies by state
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Mark Morgan about Biden’s border policies.
Anchor Jan Jeffcoat interviewed Brandon Arnold on President Biden’s new budget proposal includes the largest tax hike in American 
history at nearly 5 trillion dollars.
Our team of Washington correspondents break down what happened during the past week in Washington, focusing on a third option 
in 2024 Presidential Election

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/18/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:35 The family of Kouri Richins says new evidence shows a "planning, preparation, and knowledge."

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/18/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:18 A wrong-way driver suspected of DUI costs yet another Utah family their loved one.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/19/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:35
We're learning about a Taylorsville man who was the subject of a possible abduction -- and now a murder investigation.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/19/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:18 A series of smash-and-grabs in a Sandy city neighborhood -- and it's all caught on camera.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/20/2024  10:01 PM 0:01:05 A 2 news investigation into what happens next after a duplex in American Fork exploded in a fireball.

EDUCATION 2News at 10P 3/20/2024 10:02 PM 0:01:43
The family of a student at the center of Utah Board of Education member Natalie Cline's social media post responded to a new 
report involving complaints pouring into the board.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/21/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:35
A man who served decades in a Utah prison is trying to get the state board of pardons and parole to make a major chance to 
procedure.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/21/2024 10:03 PM 0:01:25 Utah Highway Patrol says they are seeing a startling number of wrong way drivers so far this year.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2News at 10P 3/22/2024 10:01 PM 0:01:40 Jodi Hildebrandt and Rube Fanke's arrest, calls, and evidence were shared with the media.

GOVERNMENT 2News at 10P 3/22/2024 10:04 PM 0:01:22
Governor Spencer Cox is speaking out against a group of soccer fans from North Carolina who called out the Utah Royals team 
jersey.

ECONOMY The National Desk 3/22/2024 07:00 AM 00:30:00

Live Desk anchor Ameera David discusses Congress lawmakers having less than 17 hours to pass the $1.2T spending pkg to fund
the federal government or face a shutdown
Reporter Angela Brown discusses unemployment rates low but many workers still struggling to find a job

CRIME  / GOVERNMENT The Armstrong Williams Show 3/23/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2412: Washington, D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser discusses the passage of her city’s Omnibus Crime bill and the impact of 
the 100 provisions.

WRONGFUL DEATH OF A MINOR ACT The National Desk 3/23/2024 09:00 PM 00:30:00

The Fact Check Team reports that central to the case is Alabama's Wrongful Death of a Minor Act, which the court ruled could be 
applied in this context, classifying an embryo as a child.
The Fact Check Team reports while the ruling doesn't render in vitro fertilization illegal, it raises concerns about the procedure's 
future in Alabama.
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports new numbers out show debt held by governments around the world at a record high. This 
includes US & China

INTERNATIONAL INTEREST / PUBLIC SAFETY / 
POLITICAL / IMMIGRATION

CBS Face The Nation  3/24/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: A report on the ISIS-K attack in Moscow. Although ISIS claimed responsibility, Russian President Vladimir Putin has 
pointed a finger at Ukraine, a charge Ukraine flatly denies.  Ongoing threats posed by ISIS-K / protecting Americans from ISIS-K / 
troubled withdrawal from Afghanistan / possible ouster of the Speaker of the House; concerns about humanitarian aid being held 
back by Israel. Political ramifications for Mr. Trump's financial issues. Mr. Trump's lead in the Georgia polls / politicians and voters 
on voting rights, police reform. U.S. southern border; national security. Possible terrorists crossing the border. Texas National Guard -
- Texas' policy of arresting migrants on the DHS's ability to accurately assess them; vetting migrants. 

INTERNATIONAL INTEREST / POLITICS Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 3/24/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Cuba’s Soviet-modeled economy shifts toward capitalism. President Biden accused of playing politics with U.S. energy. And the 
push for a guaranteed income.

BALTIMORE BRIDGE COLLAPSE The National Desk 3/26/2024 08:00 AM 00:30:00

Anchor Angela Brown reports on the Baltimore bridge collapse, WBFF reporter Olivia Dance reports from the scene, Live Desk 
anchor Ameera Brown offers further insight, Baltimore resident Michael Bosley Phillips shares his perspective and what this means 
for the city, and national correspondent Kayla Gaskins discusses the federal response and economic implications

CYBER SECURITY / TECHNOLOGY The National Desk 3/29/2024 09:30 PM 00:30:00

Reporter Janae Bowens looks into human trafficking investigations in the united states.
The Fact Check Team reports the EU opened 5 non-compliance investigations into Apple, Meta and Alphabet under the new Digital 
Markets Act 
The Fact Check Team reports earlier this month, the EU imposed a penalty against Apple (nearly $2b) for unfairly favoring its own 
music streaming service

CRIME / IMMIGRATION The Armstrong Williams Show 3/30/2024 4:30 AM 00:30:00
Episode #2413: Jim Pinkerton and David Keene join Armstrong to discuss how issues of the past – crime, immigration, divisiveness, 
political classes - have worsened and why.

NATIONAL INTEREST / PUBLIC SAFETY / 
GOVERNMENT / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST / 

RELIGION
CBS Face The Nation  3/31/2024 10:00 AM 01:00:00

Topics include: Timeline to reopen the Port of Baltimore after the collapse of the Francis Scott Key Bridge / rebuilding timeline and 
costs / urgent needs for the city and families of bridge workers who died; changes to the leadership at Boeing after several in-flight 
incidents. Ukraine funding /negotiations to get a bipartisan bill passed; Congressional retirements with five members leaving in the 
middle of their terms. Guatemalan citizens migrating to the U.S. Humanitarian aid to the residents of Gaza /famine in Sudan, South 
Sudan and Chad; Haiti's hunger crisis; the death of Senator Joe Lieberman. The role and level of Christianity in politics and the 
presidential election; conversations between the Pope and President Biden.  

U.S. SANCTIONS - IRAN / HEALTH Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 3/31/2024 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Reshaping the meaning of words to influence social agendas. The state of U.S. sanctions against Iran. And the foreign thirst for 
American water.


